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DESCRIPTION

This presentation is for architects and other design 

professionals interested in increasing their knowledge of the 

application and use of air barriers in the building envelope of 

commercial and multi-family residential buildings.  Reseachers, 

architects, and code writers have shown that attention to 

specific details in both new and retrofitted envelopes result in 

better performing buildings with better comfort and long 

durability as well as lower energy consumption.



BUILDING AIR LEAKAGE AND EFFECTS 
ON THE BUILDING ENVELOPE

Credit(s) earned on completion of this course will be reported 

to AIA CES for AIA members. Certificates of Completion for 

both AIA members and non-AIA members are available upon 

request.

This course is registered with AIA CES for continuing 

professional education. As such, it does not include content 

that may be deemed or construed to be an approval or 

endorsement by the AIA of any material of construction or any 

method or manner of handling, using, distributing, or dealing 

in any material or product.

Questions related to specific materials, methods, and services 

will be addressed at the conclusion of this presentation.



Learning Objectives:
At the end of the program, participants will be able to: 

▪ Understand the definition of a High Performance Building and the 

importance of Air and Moisture Management to Occupants

• Understand the connection of the Building Envelope and the 

impact it has for the facilities Durability, Sustainability, Energy 

Efficiency, Occupancy Comfort/ Health and IAQ 

• Understand the application differences of Air Barrier product types 

for new construction / major façade retrofit  --- vs.---- remediation 

of existing buildings,(when the building owner is not considering 

re-skinning the façade).

• To understand what causes Building Air Leakage in the existing 

asset and how to remediate. 

After the conclusion of this presentation there will be Examples / Results and time for 

Open discussion. 



Definition of the 
High Performance Building

The term "high performance building" means a 
building that integrates and optimizes all major 
high-performance building attributes, including 
energy efficiency, durability, life-cycle performance, 
and occupant productivity.*

4 Elements of a High Performance Building

• Heat Flow

• Air Flow and Pressure

• Moisture

• Air Quality

*High Performance Building Council 
a council of the National Institute of Building Sciences



Air Barrier Continuity- Identifying breaches :
The Basics of Air leakage

– Continuity is the most important characteristic of the air 
barrier system prevents…..

Infiltration / Exfiltration which is caused by:
• Diffusion Flow

• Orifice Flow

• Channel Flow

– Allows the proper control of air movement into and out 
of building enclosures

– All six sides of a building enclosure must be continuous 
within themselves and in conjunction with each other 
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This paper reviews the problems created by infiltration and exfiltration in buildings, and the design considerations of an air barrier system to control the problems. It

explains the air pressures on buildings, the fundamentals of controlling those pressures, air barrier material requirements, combination "air and vapor barriers," and

the required properties of air barriers systems. Specific designs will be reviewed, and warm-side air and vapor barriers vs. cold-side air barrier systems compared.

The complexities of the "airtight drywall approach," or "ADA," (Lstiburek and Lischkoff, 1986) are also discussed. Finally, the paper will review roof air barrier

concepts.

Infiltration and exfiltration of air in buildings have serious consequences, because they are uncontrolled; the infiltrating air is

untreated and can therefore entrain pollutants, allergens, and bacteria into buildings. The accompanying change in air pressures

can disrupt the delicate pressure relationships between spaces that HVAC systems create by design, in buildings such as hospitals,

where infection control and patients' very lives may depend upon maintaining those relationships, and labs, where pollutant control

is essential. Disrupted air pressure relationships can move pollutants from spaces where they should be contained, into other

spaces where they are not desired. For example, pollutants can move from such areas as storage rooms or garages under

buildings into living or working spaces and cause indoor air quality problems. Another serious consequence of infiltration and

exfiltration through the building envelope is the condensation of moisture from the exfiltrating air in northern climates, and from

infiltrating hot humid air in southern climates, causing mold growth, decay, and corrosion that cause health problems and durability

problems with premature building deterioration. Unlike the moisture transport mechanism of diffusion, air pressure differentials can

transport hundreds of times more water vapor through air leaks in the envelope over the same period of time (Quirouette, 1986).

This water vapor can condense within the envelope in a concentrated manner, as the air hits a surface that is at a temperature

below the dew-point within the assembly (Fig. 2).

Air leaks through the building enclosure can take one of several forms:

1. Orifice flow

2. Diffuse flow

3. Channel flow

Orifice flow occurs when the air entry and exit are in a linear pathway, such as in the crack between a window rough opening and its frame (Fig. 1).

Diffuse flow happens when materials are used in the envelope that are ineffective in controlling air infiltration and exfiltration

due to many cracks or their high permeance to air, such as fibrous insulation or uncoated concrete block. Channel flow is

probably the most common and serious of all types of air leaks and is shown in Fig. 2. The air entry point and exit point are

distant from each other, giving the air enough time to cool below its dew point and deposit moisture in the building enclosure.

Lastly, air infiltration and exfiltration are the cause of unnecessary energy consumption in buildings due to the added heating

and cooling loads and the additional humidification or dehumidification needed (Emmerich, McDowell, Anis, 2005).

Air Pressures That Cause Infiltration and Exfiltration

There are three major air pressures on buildings that cause infiltration and exfiltration:

Wind Pressure

Stack Pressure (sometimes called chimney effect or buoyancy)

HVAC Fan Pressure

Wind

The average annual wind pressure on buildings is of significance in calculating energy or moisture-related air leakage in buildings. When averaged out over the

course of the year, it is about 10-15 mph (0.2-0.3 psf) (10-14 Pa) in most locations in North America. (Wind and Air Pressures on the Building

Envelope(http://archive.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/eng/ibp/irc/bsi/86-air-pressures.html)) Wind pressure tends to pressurize a building positively on the façade it is hitting, and

as the wind goes around the corner of the building it cavitates and
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Air Leakage & Moisture





3 items in the conditioned building 
impacted by air leakage:

Air – Moisture – Heat  

• Building Science translates:

• Air = Comfort / Productivity / IAQ Health
• Moisture = Building Durability /  IEQ Heath
• Heat = Energy Efficiency / Equipment Sustainability 



Building Air Leakage Consequences
The Air and Moisture Connection

IAQ / IEQ
Durability

Energy Efficiency

HVAC Sizing

Wind Effect/
Weather 

Occupant 
Comfort

Indoor Air 
Quality
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= Productivity
= Sustainability = Savings



NIST / Emmerich 30 year Study..         
Construction Technology Evolves but some things 

remain the same:

Air Leakage on Commercial Buildings by year

* Newer construction 

technology doesn't’t 

Mean enhanced 

RESULTS!

We access 100 

commercial buildings 

per year similar results 



NIST / Emmerich 30 year Study..         
Construction Technology Evolves but some things 
remain the same:

Air Leakage on Commercial Buildings by year

* Newer construction 

technology doesn't’t 

Mean enhanced 

RESULTS!

Cluster of 200 building over 

20 year period with similar results

We access 100 

commercial buildings 

per year similar results 



Influences- the Building Science has been 

there; Now becoming relevant!
Codes Standards and Recommendations

Factors that continue to push the construction 
industry to higher performance and more energy 
efficient buildings

• ASHRAE  90.1- 2010, 2013
• IECC 2012
• IBC
• USACE
• ABAA
• National Institute of Building Sciences
• Specialty Niche Organizations, (e.g. Joint Commission)



Base Diagnostic Tools:
For the forensic field assessor- identifying the source

Flir E50 BX 

IR camera

Smoke Pencil

or similar tool to

Provide show 

of air flow 

Trained Assessor  

with camera & 

intake form 

Velocicalc 9565

IAQ Probe 980 for:

Temp- RH

CO2 – Pressure

Mold and BIO snaps



Advanced Diagnostic Tools:

Multi-fan or larger

Standard Pressurization

Kit and gauges used by 

Building Science Engineer 

Partner 

Blower Door 

Optional cost, additional set-up- measured leakage



Air Barrier Continuity:

Failure of air barrier systems

• Breaches in the air barrier and it’s 
connections / continuity will make 
buildings:

• Less healthy

• Unsafe

• Less durable

• Uncomfortable

• Energy inefficient



Air Barrier Continuity:

Failure of air barrier systems

• Leads to:

• Uncontrolled and 
uncontrollable air 
leakage.. 

• Infiltration / Exfiltration

• Caused by:
• Stack effect
• Wind effect
• Mechanical effect



Air Barrier Continuity :
Building Connections and Conditioned Spaces

• Change in Plane
• Wall to Roof connection

• Transitions on Elevation (bump outs)

• Overhangs / Soffits

• Locations where two or more materials intersect

• Interior Conditioned Spaces
• Lab Spaces

• Operating Rooms / Specialty spaces

• Natatoriums

Unintended Air Leaks Inward = Infiltration 

Outward= Exfiltration



Importance of Continuity Intro to IAQ/ IEQ:
According to the Environmental Protection Agency

– Americans spend 80-90% of their time indoors, so IAQ is 

very important, for health and productivity reasons

– Sick Building Syndrome (SBS) involves health and comfort 

effects linked to time spent in a building

– Building Related Illness (BRI) involves symptoms of 

diagnosable illness attributed directly to airborne building 

contaminants (Asthma, aggravated allergies, etc.)



Introduction IAQ / IEQ continued:

• Temperature

• Humidity, moisture

• Air Quality

• Thermal Controls

Strategies

▪ Reduced liability

▪ Reduced employee absenteeism  

▪ Reduced occupant complaints

▪ Reduced vacancies and turnover

▪ Increase tenant satisfaction and 

retention

▪ Increase and extend the life and 

value of your facility

IAQ / IEQ Factors

▪ Improve (IAQ/ IEQ)

▪ Air leakage assessment 

/testing

▪ Air quality testing 

IAQ / IEQ Benefits



Occupant Control:
Temperature is the #1 complaint of office building occupants:

Thermal Comfort Involves:

• Humidity 

• Air Speed

• Temperature

• Clothing

• Activity

Thermal Comfort Issues:

• Too hot, Too cold

• Too wet, Too dry

ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55-2010. 
Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human Occupancy



Minimum Ventilation Standards:
ASHRAE baseline

Meet ASHRAE 62.1 – 2010 Standard ( 2013 Mod.)

• Sets minimum ventilation provisions and IAQ levels

• Mechanical ventilation: ventilation rates

Moisture control (ideally 20% - 60%)

• Minimize Mold & Mold Spores

Monitor air exhausted from building

• Good way to monitor IAQ

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning



Why should the owner care about 
building air leakage:
Its about having Control- Air Leakage in a building effects:

4 measurable items to monitor:
- Ventilation / Temperature / Humidity / CO2
- Occupancy comfort 

Pests
Airborne Infection
Odors / Fumes

- Inhabitant Productivity 
- Building Durability

Moisture control
Exterior Building Envelope Appearance                   
Life Cycle Longevity



The byproduct / financial benefit 
of air sealing:
Is a cost justifiable process, not sole driver

– Energy Efficiency that will save you MONEY!

• More efficient ventilation in the HVAC system

• More efficient use of pumps and fans within the system

• Better performance of the system could mean longer 
operation life of the equipment

– 3 recommendations for all buildings (in order)
• Air Sealing – inexpensive, is a building maintenance issue that is often ignored, should 

be looked at as long-term investment

• Insulate- ALWAYS done after air sealing to enhance the conditioned space

• HVAC- upgrade / redesign- done in this order will maximizes system efficiency



The Building Science of Air Barrier Continuity
Failure of air barrier systems

Stack Effect

Stack effect is a temperature-driven phenomenon, which is especially 

noticeable in cold weather, when warmer indoor air, which is more buoyant 

than the colder outdoor air, tends to rise in the building. 



Wind Effect

The Building Science of Air Barrier Continuity
Failure of air barrier systems



Mechanical Effect (Negative)

The Building Science of Air Barrier Continuity
Failure of air barrier systems



Mechanical Effect (Positive)

The Building Science of Air Barrier Continuity
Failure of air barrier systems



How Do We Implement??

There is a process for Assessment



Air Barrier Continuity

• Building envelope assessment

• Depressurization testing

• Locating air leakage paths

Diagnosing the problems



Air Barrier Continuity

• Building envelope assessment

• Depressurization testing

• Locating air leakage paths

• Infrared thermography

Diagnosing the problems



Air Barrier Continuity

i. TOP

ii. BOTTOM

iii. VERTICAL SHAFTS

iv. OUTSIDE WALLS

v. COMPARTMENTALIZE



Air Barrier Continuity

i. TOP



Air Barrier Continuity

• Attics

• Roof/wall intersections and plenum 
spaces

• Mechanical penthouse doors and 
walls

• HVAC equipment

• Other roof penetrations

Seal top of building



Air Barrier Continuity

Seal top of building



Air Barrier Continuity

Seal top of building



Air Barrier Continuity

Seal top of building



Air Barrier Continuity

• The plenum 

– Air can be extracted 
through many 
different assemblies 
if air barrier systems 
are not in place

cavity insulation



Air Barrier Continuity

• The plenum 

– Air can be 
extracted through 
many different 
assemblies if air 
barrier systems are 
not in place

exterior sheathing



Air Barrier Continuity

• The plenum 

– Air can be 
extracted through 
many different 
assemblies if air 
barrier systems are 
not in place

roof assembly



Air Barrier Continuity

Seal top of building



Air Barrier Continuity

Seal top of building



Air Barrier Continuity

Seal top of building



Air Barrier Continuity

Seal top of building



Air Barrier Continuity

Seal top of building



Air Barrier Continuity

i. TOP

ii. BOTTOM



Air Barrier Continuity

• Defined as: “the ground floor and anything below grade

• Typically a unique area of the building

• Soffits and ground floor access doors

• Underground parking access doors

• Exhaust and air intake vents

• Pipe, duct, cable and other service penetrations into core of 
building

• Sprinkler hangar penetrations, inspection hatches and other holes

• Seal core wall to floor slab

• Residential crawl spaces

Seal bottom of building



Air Barrier Continuity

Seal bottom of building



Air Barrier Continuity

Seal bottom of building



Air Barrier Continuity

i. TOP

ii. BOTTOM

iii. VERTICAL SHAFTS



Air Barrier Continuity

• Stairwell fire doors

• Fire hose cabinets

• Plumbing, electrical, cable and other 
penetrations within service rooms

• Elevator rooms- cable holes, door controller 
cable holes, bus bar openings

Seal vertical shafts



Air Barrier Continuity

• Garbage chute perimeter and access hatches

• Hallway pressurization grille perimeters

• Smoke shaft access doors

• Elevator shaft smoke control grilles

• Service shafts

Seal vertical shafts



Air Barrier Continuity

Seal vertical shafts



Air Barrier Continuity

Seal vertical shafts



Air Barrier Continuity

Seal vertical shafts



Air Barrier Continuity

Seal vertical shafts



Air Barrier Continuity

i. TOP

ii. BOTTOM

iii. VERTICAL SHAFTS

iv. OUTSIDE WALLS



Air Barrier Continuity

• Weather-strip windows, doors, including 
balcony/patio doors and seal window trim

• Exhaust fans and ducting

• All service penetrations

• Baseboard heaters

• Electrical receptacles

• Baseboards

Seal outside walls and openings



Air Barrier Continuity

Seal outside walls and openings



Air Barrier Continuity

Seal outside walls and openings



Air Barrier Continuity

i. TOP

ii. BOTTOM

iii. VERTICAL SHAFTS

iv. OUTSIDE WALLS

v. COMPARTMENTALIZE



Air Barrier Continuity

• Garages

• Vented mechanical rooms

• Garbage compactor room

• Emergency generator room

• High voltage rooms

• Shipping docks

• Elevator rooms

• Workshops

Compartmentalize



Air Barrier Continuity

Compartmentalize



Air Barrier Continuity

Compartmentalize



Air Barrier Continuity

• Conduct building assessment

• Determine location and severity of air 
leakage pathways

• Identify internal pathways 

• Develop scope of work to create air barrier 
continuity

Fixing and preventing air leakage paths



Air Barrier Continuity
Materials used

2-component polyurethane foam 
insulating air seal kits

Must meet requirement of ULC Standard S711.1



Air Barrier Continuity
Materials used

Door and window 
weather-stripping seals



Air Barrier Continuity
Materials used

Air seal/fire stop systems
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Before /After Photos



Now the building is tight… Now what?

• Evaluate if rebalancing is necessary

• Where areas cold while others too hot?

• Was there an attempt to correct through HVAC

• Understand how to manage the building RH

• Evaluate if the ventilation system is clean

• Check coils to see if packed with dust /dirt

• Check duct work to verify clean

• Evaluate other issues to determine correction of:

• Pests, fecal matter and parts

• Moisture infiltration building durability issues

• IAQ issue continues, odors, dust levels

remain the same, WHY? 



Air Barrier Continuity

Improving health, safety, 
durability, comfort 

and energy efficiency 
in healthcare, commercial, 

institutional and 
multi-family buildings 

is as easy as ABC



Case Study

Homer Louisiana Hospital Air Sealing Project:  History of Mold 

Problems, High Humidity and Condensation, Negative Air Pressure, 

High Bills



Case Study

Lots Of Little Leaks: Windows and Doors



Case Study

And when they looked at all of the Roof Vents….



Case Study



Case Study

Overhanging Soffit Roof/Wall 

Joint Leakage Site Seen From 

Inside Unconditioned Soffit



Case Study

Overhanging Soffit Roof/Wall Joint 

Leakage Site Seen From Inside 

Conditioned Space



Case Study

Opening exposed to outside overhang,

Repaired with Foamboard and sealant



Case Study

Metal soffit panel seams, sealed with foam sealant



Case Study

Results:  Controlled Humidity, Twice Expected Savings 

on Utility Bills, 3 year payback on $52,000 job



Other Project Profiles



Other Project Profiles


